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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 64 pages.
Dimensions: 8.7in. x 5.9in. x 0.1in.Characterization and flotation studies were carried out on a slime
sample from a low grade iron ore belongs to Gua mines of SAIL with a view to develop flotation
based process for its up gradation to pellet grade concentrate. From the mineral characterization
studies, it was observed that hematite, goethite and martite were iron bearing phases while
kaolinite and quartz were its major gangue. The iron ore slimes assayed 52. 55 Fe with 10. 8 SiO2
and 9. 3 Al2O3. The sample deslimed prior to flotation using hydrocylone to remove the ultrafine
particles. Detailed flotation studies were undertaken under varying reagent types and process
parameters. Basically three different flotation schemes involving direct and reverse flotation were
studied. The studies showed that it is possible to obtain a product containing 65. 22 Fe with 2. 1
SiO2 and 2. 0 Al2O3 with a iron recovery of 85. 5 . This item ships from multiple locations. Your book
may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Bernhard Russel-- Bernhard Russel

I just started out reading this pdf. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger publish this publication.
-- Lily Gorczany-- Lily Gorczany
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